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1.1. BackBack--flow of electrons heats the surface to temperature above 10flow of electrons heats the surface to temperature above 1066 K.K.

2.2. Thermal ejection of iron ions causes a partial screening of the Thermal ejection of iron ions causes a partial screening of the acceleration acceleration 

potential drop.potential drop.

3.3. Consequently, backflow heating decreases as well.Consequently, backflow heating decreases as well.

4.4. Thus heating leads to cooling Thus heating leads to cooling –– this is a classical thermostat.this is a classical thermostat.

See the poster for See the poster for 

details details 
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The fitting parameters of the BB componentsThe fitting parameters of the BB components

BB 1 3 MKT = ÷
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For For MSPsMSPs
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Thus particles cannot be accelerated along the bunch of field liThus particles cannot be accelerated along the bunch of field lines nes 

above the hot spot.above the hot spot.

On the other hand the hot spot can be defined by the On the other hand the hot spot can be defined by the 

footprints of the closed field lines!footprints of the closed field lines!

How? ItHow? It’’s natural!s natural!
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Sample spectra of photons generated by the electron/positronSample spectra of photons generated by the electron/positron

moving along the different open field lines moving along the different open field lines withwith
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Hall drift in the crust of neutron starsHall drift in the crust of neutron stars



ConclusionsConclusions::

There are two pillars of the PSG model:There are two pillars of the PSG model:

a.a. The magnetic field at the stellar surface differs The magnetic field at the stellar surface differs 

essentially from the pure dipole structure.essentially from the pure dipole structure.

b.b. The surface temperature is almost equal to the critical The surface temperature is almost equal to the critical 

(ion) temperature.(ion) temperature.

In the case of In the case of MSPsMSPs we cannot observe the hot spot we cannot observe the hot spot 

under the open field lines. The temperature is too low.under the open field lines. The temperature is too low.

In In MSPsMSPs the PSG the PSG innerinner accelerationacceleration region region existsexists, but , but itit

isis closercloser to a to a vacuumvacuum gap gap thanthan inin normalnormal pulsarspulsars..



ConclusionsConclusions::

CloseClose to to thethe starstar ((fewfew hundredhundred metersmeters) t) the curvature he curvature 

photons create pairphotons create pairs s at such high at such high LandauLandau levels that levels that 

most of the energy is radiated most of the energy is radiated awayaway asas synchrotron synchrotron 

radiationradiation inin thethe rangerange of of gamma gamma andand XX--raraysys..

Relatively less number of photons create pairs at much Relatively less number of photons create pairs at much 

larger distances (from a kilometer or more) in the area larger distances (from a kilometer or more) in the area 

of closed field lines. These particles move along the of closed field lines. These particles move along the 

closed field lines and heat the stellar surface closed field lines and heat the stellar surface creatingcreating the the 

hot spots.hot spots.
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